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Telecommunications Capabilities; of the GS PC Mark 1 Tracking and Data
Relay Satellite
By Paul J. Heffernan
Mr. Heffernan is with NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md .
Summary. - A spacecraft concept for the NASA Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite (TDRS) mission is described. The proposed design, based can the
use of Current space-proven technology and compatible with existing launch
vehicle constraints, provides telecommunications support to earth-orbiting
spacecraft at VHF, S-, X- and K-Band frequencies. A summary is given of
key Mark 1 RF parameters including transmit effective radiated power (ERP)
and receiving system gain-to-temperature ratio (G/T) at the several ,fre
quencies of operation. On the basis of the RP parameters postulated,
data are presented on system signaling rates and performance thresholds
with user spacecraft ERP and G/T as parameters. The results, presented as
a family of parametric homographs, provide a concise summary of the tele-
communications capabilities of the GSFC Mark 1 TDRS spacecraft design.
Introduction. - The idea of using tracking and data relay satellites (TD'S)
to supplement and/or replace ground stations in supporting low-altitude
earth-orbiting spacecraft has been of interest to the telemetering communi-
ty since the concept was first advanced in the early 1960's. In particular,
both NASA and the Air Force have sponsored studies1-6 aimed at developing
information regarding the technical characteristics, operational features,
and general feasibility of TDRS systems. These studies have shown that a
properly instrumented network of synchronous relay satellites can provide
complete command, tracking, and data acquisition coverage for a wide
range of programs including manned and automated space research and ap-
plications missions Potentially, a TDRS system could not only reduce the
w ;	 number of ground stations required for effective support of near-earth mis-
sions but could also lead to significantly increased capabilities in the
areas of communications and orbit determination/update .
Assured that major elements of the communications satellite technology
postulated in early TDRS studies had been developed and proven in the
course of the ATS, INTELSAT, and TACSATCOM programs, NASA's Office of
Space Sciences and Applications directed the Goddard Space Flight Center*
(GSFC) to conduct a formal Phase A study of spacecraft and system concepts
applicable to a TDRS flight program in the early to mid 1970's time frame
This study, performed during fiscal years 1969 and 1970, resulted in the
detailed conceptual design of a TDRS spacecraft based entirely on state-of-
the-art dual-spin technology and compatible with NASA's available family
of launch vehicles . The baseline GSFC TDRS spacecraft concept, designat-
ed the Mark IA, provides limited support to cooperating user spacecraft
and VHF and S-Band. Alternate TDRS spacecraft configurations derived from
the baseline design and designated the Mark 1B, Mark 1C and Mark 1C
(augmented) provide increased telecommunications support (including wide-
A concurrent Phase A TDRS study was performed at the Jet Propulsion La-
boratory8 . This- study concentrated on concepts for advanced TDRS space-
craft available for launch in the mid to late 1970's time frame
ay,
4
rband links at X and IC-Bands) but are more complex and require correspond-
ingly greater launch vehicle capability.
This paper describes the proposed Mark 1 series of TDRS spacecraft with
emphasis on telecommunications and antenna subsystems. A key Rl' parame-
ter of effective radiated power (ERP) or receiving system gain-to-temperature
ratio (G/T) is identified for each of the TDRS operating frequencies The
telecommunications c;apacitief; of the various TDRS/user and user/TDRS RF
links are presented in a normalized form based on standardized user RF param-
eters . On the basis of estimated channel capacity requirements for spe cific
TDRS support services, actual user RF requirements are presented in the form
of nomographs indicating the trade-offs available in user antenna directivity,
transmit power, and/or receiver noise figure. These nomographs provide a
useful summary of the telecommunications capabilities of the GSFC Mark 1
TDRS spacecraft by showing explicit relationships .between user RF complexi-
ty and system signalling rates and performance thresholds.
Mark 1 Spacecraft Description. - The baseline Mark lA TDRS spacecraft is
illustrated in
	 1. The configuration is similar to both TACSATCOM 9 and
INTELSAT IV
O
 , i.e. a spin-stabilized outer Shell with a large scale: internal
despun section providing a projecting earth-orientated platform on which the
prime telecommunications antennas are located. State-of-the-art sensors  are
used for attitude determination and despin phasing, and a monopropellant
hydrazine subsystem provides for orientation maneuvers, station seeking,
and east-west station keeping, injection errors and spin control. A phase-
lock control operation of the despun platform provides east-west painting,
slewing , and tracking functions.
The despun section contains a rigid 8-foot diameter S-Band parabolic an-
tenna and a VHF antenna consisting of an array of four cross-polarized fold-
able yagi elements. These antennas are used in RF links to and from cooper-
ating user spacecraft. In addition, the despun section contains a set of three
X-Band horn antennas used in RF links between TDRS and ground.
The spinning section of the Mark 1 spacecraft contains the entire solar
array, the power and attitude control subsystems, and the apogee motor. A
,redundant housekeeping telemetry and command subsystem .is housed in the
spinning section for mission support during the launch phase and as a back-
up for the prime telemetry and command subsystem housed in the despun sec-
tion together with the multi-frequency telecommunications repeater.
An estimated overall spacecraft weight of 805 lbs. includes than of a spent
JPL scaled Starfinder apogee motor and is compatible with launch by an SLV-
3A/Centaur combination vehicle.
The 8-foot reflector has a line array of circularly polarized S-&and feeds
which can be switched to provide north-south pointing of a nominal 3 0
 S-Band
beam out to ± 13 0 relative V', the sub-satellite point. East-west pointing is
provided by slipping the phase of the despun platform to f 130 , thus providing
S-Band beam steering within a 26 come of coverage required for support
of most near-earth spacecraft. The Mark ]A S-Band beam pointing scheme
thus provides two-way links to any -single user spacecraft; support of more
than one user at S-Band implies that the two users are both within the 30
antenna beam.
The four VHF yagi elements constitute a phased array which transmits to
user spacecraft using circular polarization and has the capability of receiv-
ing vertical and horizontal linear polarizations independently. Phasing net-
t
it
works correct for the possible t 13 0
 east-west pointing error caused by phy-
sical pointing of they stabilized platform in tracking S-Band user spacecraft.
The four elements thus produce a single 26 0 antenna beam which is always
centered on the sub-satellite point. This single beam supports multiple VHF
users 9 ,10 .
Each of the three X-Band horn antennas has a nominal gain of 20 db. They
are arranged with over-lapping patterns in the east-west plane. One of the
three is used to provide links with the ground, with automatic switching as
.F required when the stabilized platform is pointed away from the sub-satellite
point during S-Band beam steering.
The telecommunications subsystem of the Mark 1A may be described as a
two-way coherent multiple-channel frequency translating repeater. Signals
received from the ground at X-Band are repeated to user spacecraft at either
VHF or S-Band or both; signals received from VHF and S-Band users are re-
layed to the ground at X-Band. A working frequency plan for the Mark JA is
given in Figure 3(A).	 A basic subsystem design exists including the frequen-
cy generation and synthesis circuitry and IF processing units. This design i^sl
based in part on a communications subsystem design developed for ATS-;F &G
The Mark 113, Mark 1C, and Mark 1C (augmented) spacecraft are all elabor-
ations on the basic Mark lA design. The Mark 1B is an intermediate capabili-
ty spacecraft providing multiple beams at S-Band; it will not be discussed
further. The Mark 1C TDRS, shown in Figure 2, differs from the Mark IA in the
following particulars: the 8-foot dish is fully gimballed and has a rotati ng
linear array of circularly polarized S-Band feeds providing two each transmit/rT.
receive beams; the addition of two fully-gimballed 4-foot dishes equipped
with X-Band feeds; use of a larger apogee motor; increased solar cell area;
and incorporation of additional capability in the repeater subsystem. The
Mark 1C can thus accomodate a minimum of two S-Band users and 2 X-Band
users, plus multiple users at VHF. A slight variant of the Mark 1C would re-
1° place the two S-Band beam capability with selectable S- or X-Band single
t'	 a beam capability. The Mark 1C (augmented) TDRS differs from the basic Mark1C in that K-Band feeds are incorporated into the 4-foot dishes as well as
X- Band feeds. Working :frequency plans for the two versions of the Mark 1C
are shown in Figures 3(B) and 3(C). 
In general, it can be asserted that the baseline channel capacities of the
several RF links between the TDRS and ground are so great compared to the
channel capacities of links between TDRS and users that the performances
of the latter are established exclusively by the RF parameters of the TDRS
and users. Thus, the telecommunications capabilities of the Mark 1 can be
z discussed in terms of the P/KT ratio channel capacity *	available in a given
TDRS/user vs. that required for the telecommunications support service in
y question.
Normalized Link Channel Capacities. - A summary of the major RF parame-
ters of the Mark 1 series of TDRS spacecraft is given in Table 1. To relate
these parameters to link channel capacities, it is necessary to specify the
RF parameters of candidate user spacecraft and perform power budget analy-
*See Appendix.
X
sf
ses . A complete set of such analyses has been documented elsewhere 7 and
two representative examples are reproduced here to illustrate the approach
taken and the methodology used. The two links considered here in detail
are a VHF user/TDRS link (of interest, for example, for emergency voice
links with manned vehicles) and an X-Band TDRS/user link (of :interest for
wideband or video links to advanced manned spacecraft)
The selected approach is to compute nominal and worst case ratios of
available average received power P to whl.e gaussian thermal noise: power
spectral density KT in reference TDRS/user or user/TDRS links using normal-
ized user ERP and G/T. 	 The normalized P/KT ratios computed in. power
budget analyses can then be related to the actual P/KT ratios which will be
obtained in links to specified users simply by identifying the user.,, ' RF para-
meters relative to the reference values assumed.
Example A: VHF User/TDRS Link. Basic parameters of the Mark 1 usra/
TDRS RF link are:
Nominal link frequency	 13 7 MHz
Normalized user ERP	 1 watt
Transmit polarization
	 unspecified
Nominal mutual range	 41,000 km
Mark l receive G/T
	 -14 db/oK
Based on these parameters, a detailed link power budget computation is
F	 given in Table 2. The calculation indicates that in the worst case anticipated,
a normalized P/KT ratio of +41.1 db-Hz will obtain in a VHF user/TDRS link.
On the assumption that the link is thermal noise limited, this figure; can be
related to the signalling rates acheivable by a specification of the user's
actual ERP relative to 0 dbw. User ERP requirements vs. signalling rates
showing typical thresholds of minimum performance are given in Figure 4,
based on the P/KT requirements discussion of the Appendix. It is ehen that
the 0 dbw ERP situation will suffice for a given range and range-rate system
but will not suffice for emergency voice transmissions. Alternatively, Figure
4 shows that users with a VHF ERP of 10 watts can acheive PSK digital data
transmissions at rates slightly in excess of 10 kilobits.
It is noted in passing that user/TDRS communications may not, in pi ctice,
be thermal noise limited. For a discussion of such conditions, see
	 .
Example B: X-Band TDRS/use.,, r^Link. -The Mark lO TDRS can be irxlplemented
to transmit to user spacecraft at X•-Band using either an 8-foor dish or a 4--foot
dish. The normalized link analysis given here will consider both cases. The
basic link parameters are:
Nominal link frequency	 7.9 GHz
Nominal Mark 1C ERP (two cases) 	 +45 dbw (4 1 ), +52 dbw (8')
Transmit Polarization 	 Circular
A normalized ERP is defined here to be 0 dbw; this corresponds to the case
of a 1 watt transmitter driving an ideal isotropic antenna. A normalized G/T
is defined here to be -30 db/oK; this corresponds to the case of a receiving
system with a truly isotropic antenna and an effective overall system noise
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Parameter
Normalized user ER13
1'ree-space sp reading !oss
Polarization loss
Antenna pointing 1^3sscs
Aliscelianeous losses
W 1 G/T
Boltzmann's constant, K
Normalized link P/KT
Allowance for signal-to-noise
degradation in TDRS/ ground link
Nominal
V-clue
0.0 dbw
-167.0 db
-0.5 db
-1.0 db
-0.5 db
-14.0 db/ °K
-228.6 (Il)w/ ° K-Hz
+45.6 db-Hz
-1.0(11)
Normalized overall link P/KT	 I 444.6 db
TABLE 2
User/TDRS VHF-Link Analysis
Worst-Casc-
Tolerance (db)
-0.5
-0.5
-1.0
-0.5
1 A
(TDRS/user X-Band Link Parameters, cont'd)
Nominal mutual range	 41, 000 km
Normalized user G/T	
-30 db/OK
A detailed power budget analysis for the X-Rand TDRS/user link is given
in Table 3. The calculated worst case P/K' ratio is +40. 8 db-Hz for the 8'
antenna case and +34.8 db-Hz for the 4' antenna case. The actual P/KT
ratio realized in actual operations depends on the user spacecrt-ift's G/T
ratio relative to the reference value of -30 db/ O K. Working with the 8' TDRS
antenna case, typical signaling relationships are shown in Figure 5. It is
seen that megabit data up-lin':s to user spacecraft will require a user GI/T
of at least +6.4 db/OK. Television links will require a minimum G/T of +9. 3
db/ O K; emergency voice, on the other hand, requires only -28 db/ oK, a
sensitivity realizable with minimum user spacecraft directivity.
On the basis of the normalized P/KT calculations worked out 'sere and
using the results of similar analyses for the remaining RF links 7 , Table 4
contains a summary of the Mark 1 normalized link channel capacities .
i
N TA BLE 3
Nominal	 Worst-Case
va lue	 l'oleninee (dh)Parameter
MR
lik
TDRS/User X- Band- Link Analysis
r
i
Mk 1 ERP 446 dbw (41)
-1, O1 52 (n)w (81)
!F ree-space spreading loss -202.8 db -0 3
Polarization loss -0. 5 db - i . 0
Antenna pointing losses
-1.0 db -1.0 db
Miscellaneous losses -0.5 db -0.5 db
Normalized user G/T
-30.0 db/ ° K -
Roltz., ►ann's constant, K -228.6 dhw/°K-Hz -
Normalized link P/K'I' +39. 8 db-llz (4')
-4.0
+45.8 db-liz (81)
Allowance for signal-to-
noise degradation in
TDRS,'- round link - I. 0 db -
Normalized overall link P/KT +38.8 db-Nz (4') -4
"t)+44.8 db-Hz (8')
User RF Implementation vs. Signaling Rate. - Using the summary of nor-
malized Mark 1 link channel capacities given in Table 4, system signaling
rates and thresholds of minimum performance are related to actual user RF
implementations in Figures 6 through 13. In the case of TDRS/user links,
these nomograph y :elate signaling rates to user G/T and also to actual
user hardware implementation - i.e., ncise figures and antenna diameters.
In the case of user/TDRS links, the nomographs relate signaling rates to
user ERP and also to the hardware implementation - i.e., transmit power
and antenna diameter. A particularly attractive feature of this method of
presentation is that the trade-offs in antenna size and RF component rating
are displayed very clearly.
Figures 6 through 13 provide a comprehensive parametric summary of the
telecommunications capabilities of the GSFC Mark 1 TDRS in its several
postulated configurations. Inspection of the indicated trade-offs In realization
tion of required ERP and G/T parameters indicates that the A.'ark 1 TDRS can
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tprovide significant telecommunications support to low-altitude earth-orbiting
user spacecraft without imposing undue burdens in terms of required user
spacecraft RP complexity.
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APPENDIX
CHANNEL CAPACITY REQUIREMENTS FOR
TDRS SUPPORT SERVICES
Introduction.- This appendix is a highly condensed summary of a detailed
study documented in the GSFC Final Study Report on TDRS". The purpose of
this appendix is to indicate the bases for the several P/KT channel capacity
requirement estimates used in deriving Figures 4 through 13. Available space
does not permit extensive discussion. Further details are available in the
GSFC study report 7.
Digital Date Transmission. - For TDRS/user links, assume incoherent bi-
nary FSK. Allow a 4 db margin above the energy contrast ratio required for a
bit error probability of 10 -5 . Thus, P/KT for this service is given by 17.3 +
10log lOR, db-Hz, where R is the signaling rate in bits per second. For user/
TDRS links, assume coherent binary PSK. The energy contrast ratio required
for a bit error probability of 10 is +9.4 db. Thus, the P/KT requirement
for a transmission rate R is 9.4 + l0log 10R, db-Hz.ti
Emergency Voice.- Assume analog transmission of clipped speech using
narrowband FM with feedb ick detection. Minimum acceptable intelligibility
for this implementation corresponds to a P/KT of the order of +43.0 db-Hz.
This is the value used in Figures 4 through 13.
Video . Assume standard EIA RS-170 format butband-limit prior to trans
Y
*Throughout this paper, ratios of average available signal power P to
available white gaussian noise spectral density KT have been termed chan-
nel capacities. This convention arises from a loose interpretation of Shannon's
well known theorem for the channel capacity of the band-limited gaussian
channel. This theorem states that for a system bandwidth B, received signal
power P, and noise density KT the function,
C (P, KT,, B) = Bln (1+P/h'TB)
defines the maximum information rate (in .natural units,) which can be support-
ed without error. For fixed P/KT the C function is maximized by letting B
become infinite. Expansion of the natural logarithm function leads to the well
known result that the maxi y arn va? ie of Cis PAT, the so-called "infinite
.bandwidth" channel capacity.
01
A,
mission to approximately 2.0 MHz. Transmit as FM with no pre-emphasis
using f 9 MHz peak carrier deviations. Demodulate using feedback tech-
niques. Thi will yield minimum acceptable video given a P/KT. of +80.0
db-Hz. Thia is the minimum performance threshold used in Figures 4 through
13.
Range and Range-rate Tracking .
 -Three general types of active systems of
interest are identified in Table A-1 as either INR, MR, or CR. In Each,
range-rate data is of primary interest. Such data should not be limited by
additive system thermal noise but rather by instrumen Lal uncertainties. Table
A-2 gives estimates of P/KT requirements for both TDRS/user and user4TDRS
based on a more complete treatment available in the GSFC TDRS study
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Figure 1. The GSFC Mark IA TDRS Spacecraft Concept.
Figure 2 . The GS FC Mark 1C TDRS Spacecraft Concept.
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Figure 9 .
	 S-Band User ERP and Signaling Rates vs Antenna Diameter
(Transmit Power in Watts as a Parameter)
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Figure 10.
	 X-Band User G/T and Signaling Rates vs antenna Diameter
(Overall Receiver-Noise Figure as a Parameter)
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Figure 11.	 X-Band User ERP and Signaling Rates vs Antenna Diameter
(Transinit Power as a Parameter)
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Figure 12.
	 K-Band User G/T and Signaling Rates vs Antenna Diameter
(Overall Receiver-Noise Figure as a Parameter)
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